about Style? Pretty nearly. At any rate, we are talking about the qualities
that make essential architecture as distinguished from any mere act of
building whatsoever.
What I am here calling integral-ornament is founded upon the same
organic simplicities as Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, that amazing revol-
ution in tumult and splendour of sound built on four tones based upon a
rhythm a child could play on the piano with one finger. Supreme imagin-
ation reared the four repeated tones, simple rhythms, into a great
symphonic poem that is probably the noblest thought-built edifice
in our world. And Architecture is like Music in this capacity for the
symphony.
But concerning higher development of building to more completely
express its life principle as significant and beautiful, let us say at once by
way of warning: it is better to die by the wayside of left-wing Ornaphobia
than it is to build any more merely ornamented buildings, as suchj or to
see right-wing architects die any more ignoble deaths of Qrnamentia.
All period and pseudo-classic buildings whatever, and (although their
authors do not seem to know it) most protestant buildings, they call them-
selves internationalist, are really ornamental in definitely objectionable
sense. A plain flat surface cut to shape for its own sake, however large
or plain the shape, is, the moment it is sophisticatedly so cut, no less
ornamental than egg-and-dart. All such buildings are objectionably 'orna-
mental', because like any buildings of the old classical order both wholly
ignore the nature of the first integrity. Both also ignore the four resources
and both neglect the nature of machines at work on materials. Incident-
ally and as a matter of course both misjudge the nature of time, place and
the modern life of man.
Here in this new leftish emulation as we now have it, is only the 'istic',
ignoring principle merely to get the look' of the machine or something
that looks 'new'. The province of the 'ite*.
In most so-called 'internationalist' or 'modernistic' building therefore
we have no true approach to organic architecture: we have again merely
a new, superficial aesthetic trading upon that architecture because such
education as most of our architects possess qualifies them for only some
kind of eclecticism past, passing, or to pass.
Nevertheless I say, if we can't have buildings with integrity we would
better have more imitation machines for buildings until we can have
truly sentient architecture. 'The machine for living in' is sterile, but
therefore it is safer, I believe, than the festering mass of ancient
styles.
GREAT POWER
A far greater power than slavery, even the intellectual slavery as in the
school of the Greeks, is back of these five demands for machine-age signi-
ficance and integrity. Stupendous and stupefying power. That power is the
leverage of the machine itself. As now set up in aU its powers the machine
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